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ABSTRACT 

Earlier works on this subject deal mainly with 
Markovian traffic processes, and they are based 
on the state frobabilities of the system 
considered. This paper assumes the arrival 
process and the holding rimes are stochastically 
independent, but place no restrictions on the 
traffic process. A few basic elements of the 
theory of point processes are mentioned. 
The applied measuring principle is either a con
tinuous measuring method or a scanning method. 
We first consider the measuring of a single time 
interval in an unlimited and a limited measuring 
period respectively, and we achieve many new 
results. Then we analyse the traffic volume or 
intensity by adding the calls occurring within 
the measuring period. Previous results on the 
observed traffic load are derived in an easy way, 
and, furthermore, the theory includes arbitrary 
holding times, arbitrary scan intervals and 
intensity variations. 

1. STATISTICAL ELEMENTS OF THE TRAFFIC PROCESS 

The number of subscribers dialling simultaneously, 
the number of calls in a trunk group, etc. vary 
incessantly during the time. The traffic process 
takes place in continuous time and discrete 
space. Changes are either due to the arrival of 
new calls or due to the termination of existing 
calls. So it is natural to divide the description 
of the statis ~ i~al properties of the traffic flow 
into two processes: 

a. the holding time process and 
b. the arrival process. 

This decompositiun of the traffic process is the 
basic idea of this presentation. The two proces
ses are assumed to be stochastically independent. 
This will be true if there is no congestion, or 
in practice if the congestion between two ex
changes is less than a few percents. 

1.1 LIFE-TIME DISTRIBUTIONS 

Every time interval (holding time, congestion 
time etc.) is a non-negative stochastic variable 
X, which we call a life-time. X is characterized 
by a life-time distribution function: 

F(t) = P{X~t} (1.1) 

For this type of distribution we have the useful 
identity (Palm 1943): 

Mn = !~tnf(t)dt = l~ntn-l{l-F(t)}dt, (1.2) 

n=1,2, ... M is the n'th non~central moment and 
f(t) is the ndensity function. This is proved by 
partial integration. 
For the first moment we get the mean value: 

(1. 3) 

Palm (1957) introduced a form factor to characte
rize the dispersion of a TTre-t~me distribution: 
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e: = (1. 4) 

where 0 2 is the variance of the distribution. 
For a constant time interval we get e:=l. If we 
choose the mean value as time unit, we get e:=M

2
. 

In principle we may use any distribution function 
with non-negative arguments for describing life
times. However, for practical and analytical 
application the exponential distribution has some 
outstanding features, wh~ch makes it the most 
important distribution among all life-time 
distributions. It also yields a good description 
for many real observations of time intervals. It 
has the distribution function, respectively the 
density function: 

F(t) 

f(t) 

l-e-).t 

).e-)'t 
),>0, t~O (1. 5) 

Thus the distribution is characterized by one 
parameter, viz. A. The mean value is 1/), and the 
form factor equals 2. The essential property of 
the exponential distribution is the missing 
memory. The remaining life-time is independent of 
the present life-time. 

Palm(1957) defines on the basis of the exponen
tial distribution two comprehensive classes of 
distributions, forming a most convenient way of 
representing analytically the distributions ob
tained by measurements. Moreover, they appear as 
a natural consequence of the re-shaping, the 
traffic undergoes in its passage through a tele
phone system, as they correspond to exponential 
intervals in series (steep distributions, e:~2) 
and in parallel (flat distributions, e:~2). Any 
life-time can be described by a combination of 
these two classes of distributions. 

1.2 CALL ARRIVAL PROCESSES 

The arrival of calls during time at a certain 
point within a telephone system is in the theory 
of stochastic processes denoted as a stochastic 
toint yrocess. In a point process two events 
calls only differ by the point of time they 

occur. Information on the individual calls is ig
nored; such information can only be used to 
decide whether an event belongs to the actual 
point process or not. 

1.2.1 REPRESENTATION OF POINT PROCESSES 

We shall only consider regUlar point processes, 
i.e. we exclude multiple events. In the field of 
telephony this is done by choosing a sufficiently 
small time unit. 
Starting observations at time TO=O and denoting 
the time of arrival of the i'th call by Ti we get 

o TO < T1 < T2 < •••• < Tn < ••• (1.6) 

The number of calls in the half-open interval 
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(o,tl is denoted by Nt . This is a discrete sto~ 
chastic variable. The distance between two events 

Xi = Ti - Ti - l ' i=1,2,.. (1.7) 

is called the inter-arrival time. This is a 
continuous stochast1c var1able defined by the 
inter-arrival distribution. 

Corresponding to Nt and Xi a point process can be 
characterized in two ways: 
a. Number representation N

t
: the time interval t 

1S f1xed, and we observ~ the stochastic 
variable N . 

b. Interval r~presentation T : th~ number of 
events n 1S f1xed and we 8bserve the tim~ Tn 
required for the occurrence of n events. 

A simple but fundamental relation between these 
two representations is: 

(1. 8) 

The interval representation corresponds to the 
classical time series analysis. If e.g. n=l we 
get statistics on the individual call, i.e. call 
averages. The statistics obtained from the 
number representation are in general time avera-
~. 

1.2.2 PROPERTIES CHARACTERIZING POINT PROCESSES 

The above-mentioned structure is completely 
general. For applications we can introduce 
further requirements, the following three being 
fundamental: 
a. Stationarity. This property may be expressed 

as follows: the probability distributions 
which characterize the point process are 
independent of the absolute time. 

b. Inde~endency. This may be defined as a 
requ1rement which says that the future 
evolution of the point process must be 
independent of the past. If this is valid for 
all points of time, the process is called a 
Markov process. If it is only valid for some 
p01nts or 1ntervals of the time axis, these 
are called equilibrium points, resp. inter
vals (cf. Palm). 

c. Regularity. This property excludes multiple 
events. 

1.2.3 TIME TO NEXT EVENT 

We want the distribution function Vet) of the 
time interval from a random point of time till 
the next (or previous) event in a regular po{nt 
process. We assume the inter-arrival time 
distribution function F(t) has a finite mean 
value ~ = E{X}. Then the density probability 
function vet) corresponding to the distribution 
vet) will be given by (Iversen 1976): 

vet) = l-F(t) (1.9) 
~ 

The mean value is 

E{v(t)} = ~ EX 

1.2.4 THE POISSON PROCESS 

(1.10 ) 

The Poisson process is the most important among 
all point processes. In the same way as the 
Normal distribution is essentiel in statistics 
because of the central limit theorem, where 
superposition is implemented by addition, fO the 
Poisson process is essential among p01nt proces
ses, where superposition is implemented by 
multiplication (Palm 1943). The Poisson process 
g1ves a good description of many physical point 
processes (Iversen 1973). It is defined uniquely 
by the three properties of section 1.2.2. 
Palm showed that by superposition of many point 
processes the resulting total process will 
locally be a Poisson process. Locally means that 
we consider time intervals which are so short 
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that an individual point process does not domi
nate the total process. Corresponding theorems 
are valid for random splitting and translation 
of point processes. 

1.2.5 UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION - A CONDITIONAL PRO
PERTY 

If we observe in a Poisson process n events 
within an interval of length t, then these 
events will be uniformly distributed within this 
interval. 
This time interval may itself be a stochastic 
variable, if it is independent of the Poisson 
process. This is the case in e.g. a traffic 
measurement with arbitrary scan intervals. 

1.2.6 TIME-DEPENDENT POISSON PROCESS 

If the intensity A of a Poisson process is a 
function A(t) of time, then the Poisson process 
will still be a Markov process, if the time is an 
external variable. Most of the results from the 
stationary Poisson process will be valid for the 
time-dependent Poisson process, if we replace A 
by the mean value: 

(loll) 

1.2.7 DOUBLY STOCHASTIC POISSON PROCESS 

Palm (1943) introduced the concept of a traffic 
class. A set of call processes form a traff1c 
class, if the superposition of two members of the 
class results in a member of the class. Thus all 
Poisson processes form a traffic class. This may 
be generalized by letting the intensity of the 
Poisson process be a stochastic variable, i.e. by 
considering doubly stochastic Poisson processes. 
Palm considered the traffic to arise through the 
superposition of a large number of components. 
The individual component exhibit intensity vari
ations that are partly common, partly independent. 
Palm's Normal Form 1 only considers the inde
pendent variations. His Normal Form 2 also 
include the common variations. In both cases the 
variations are described by y-distributions, 
which include a constant, i.e. the Poisson 
process as a special case. 

1.3 STOCHASTIC SUM 

Consider the sum 

(1. 12) 

where all X.'s are independent and indentically 
distributed1variables with generating function 
~, and N is a stochastic variable, which is 
independent of any X. and has the generating 
function ~. 1 
Then AN will also be a stochastic variable which 
has the generating function 

t = ~(~(s» (1.13 ) 

This can easily be proved for any combination of 
discrete and continuous variables. In principle 
we can always find the distribution of AN from 
(1.13). In many cases we are only interested in 
the mean value and the variance, which are 
obtained by differentiating (1.13): 

~n~x (1. 14) 

IJna~ + lJ~a~ (1. 15) 

The mean value is obvious. However, we notice 
that the variance has two terms: one because N is 
a variable, and one because X is a Variable. 
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2. MEASURING PRINCIPLES 

As mentioned ~bove all traffic processes take 
place in real continuous time and discrete space. 
A device unly has two states: free or occupied. 
Corresponding to the two basic ways of represen
ting point processes there are two fundamental 
operations in measuring technic: 
a. Counting number of events (e.g. number of lost 

calls, occupat~ons, charging pulses). 
b. Recording time intervals or fixing points of 

t~me (e.g. hold~ng t~mes, inter-arrival times). 
Any measuring equipment must be able to perform 
one or both of these operations. 

We distinguish between: 
a. continuous measurements and / 
b. scanning methods. 
Under equal conditions the continuous method is 
an optimal reference for ~ scanning method. 
The difference between measurements without trun
cation anJ measurements with truncation is 
explained in figure land 2. 

Call type 

A1 

A2 

A3 

81 

... ----

~-- ----------.... 

-----I 

time 

o T 
Fig. 1. When ~easuring holding times without 
truncation we record the total length of every 
call arr~ving juring the measuring interval. 
(Dotted time intervals are not measured) 

Call type 

A1 ~----I~------------------~---~-----~ 

A2 ... --~------------~ 

...... ---------.,-t--I A3 

81 
time 

.... 

o T 
Fig. 2. When measuring holding times with trun
cation we only record the portions of hold~ng 
t~mes , which are inside the measuring interval. 

Formerly the study of real traffic processes has 
been b~sed on observations on the state-space, 
which were partly due to the exist~ng conventio
nal measuri~g equipment and partly due to the 
methods ~f Erlang. Usually we obtained no infor
mation dbout the individual measuring points. 
Contrary to this, the computerized data logging 
equipment monitors the individual measuring 
points, and thus gives information about the 
time-space. This difference between the classical 
and the computerized equipment has greatly 
influenced this paper. 

In the following we proceed in four steps when 
analysing measuring principles: 
a. holding tIme without truncation, 
b. holding time with truncation, 
c. traffic volume without truncation, and 
d. traffic volume with truncation. 

We assume the measuring interval is placed at 
random independently of the traffic process. The 
scanning methods can be implemented in two ways: 
a. observations start at a random point of time, 
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b. observations start at a scanning time. 
A measurement according to a scanning method 
can be limited in two ways: 
a. fixed number of observations, 
b. fixed period of observation. 
Usually we choose the original mean holding time 
as time unit. 

3. CONTINUOUS MEASUREMENTS 

In this case we record the actual traffic process 
without error or inaccuracy. 

3.1 MEASURING TRAFFIC WITHOUT TRUNCATION 

The measurement of life-times without truncation 
creates only statistical problems, which are 
dealt with in the statistical theory of sampling. 
In formula (1.12) we let N denote the number of 
holding times within a measuring period and let 
Xi denote the observed holding time of call 
number i. So AN denotes the total traffic volume, 
and from (1.13) we may find the distribution 
function of the traffic volume for any traffic 
process. The mean value and the variance are 
given in (1.14) and (1.15) respectively. 

The traffic intensity, i.e. the traffic per time 
unit, ~s obta~ned by normalizing by the length of 
the measuring period T. So we have for the mean 
value and the variance of the traffic intensity: 

).Ii 

a? 
~ 

(3.1 ) 

(3.2) 

These formulae enable us to estimate the relia
bility of any traffic process. 

If the arrival process is a Poisson process (A ), 
then N is Poisson distributed with parameter a 
A T, and we obtain the Compound Poisson distri
bfition, which has many superior properties, e.g. 
additivity. We get: 

~(s) e-{l-~(s)}AaT (3.3) 

°aT)).Ix 

(AaT)(o~ + ).I~) = Aa™2x 

( 3.4) 

(3.5) 

Usually the mean holding time is chosen as time 
unit ().Ix=l, A=A a ), and the traffic intensity then 
has the parameters: 

).I. 
~ 

).Ii 

(3.6) 

( 3 .7) 

The result (3.6) was to be expected. (3.7) was 
originally derived by Palm (1941). It was later 
derived by Rabe (1949) for constant (M 2 =1) and 
exponentially (M2x =2) distributed hold~fig times. 
The formulae (3.7) is, however, much more 
applicable than it has been understood till now, 
as will appear from the following. 

3.2 MEASURING HOLDING TIMES WITH TRUNCATION 

If we restrict the observation period of a 
holding time tp a limited time interval T, then 
the original life time is somehow truncated, as 
e.g. the largest possible observation is T. In 
general we assume the holding time is placed at 
random on the time axis, independently of other 
life-times. This will always be fulfilled for a 
Poisson arrival process . 

For a general holding time distribution it is 
possible to find the truncated distribution 
observed in a limited measuring interval (O,T) by 
dividing all holding times into the following 
classes (cf. fig. 2): 
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a. Holding times existing at the beginning and/or 
at the end of the measurements. For these 
holding times the beginning resp. termination 
of the measurement is a random point of time, 
and so the individual residual holding time 
has the density function (1.9). If the arrival 
process is a Poisson process, the number of 
calls at a random point of time is Poisson 
distributed with parameter A = Aa (~x = 1). 

al. Holding times existing both at the begin-
ning and at the end of the measurements. 
These-observations are all of length T, 
and the expected number is: 

nal = A Joov(t)dt = A foo{l-F(t)}dt 
T T 

(3.8) 

a2. Holding times existing only at the begin
ning of the measurements. 
The expected number of length (t,t+dt) 
becomes: 

na2 = A'v(t)dt = A{l-F(t)}dt, O~t<T (3.9) 

a3. Holding times existing only at the termi
nation of the measurements. na3 = na2 
because of symmetry. 

b. Holding times totally within the measuring 
interval (O,T). 
Per time unit arrive Aa=A calls, and the 
expected number of length t becomes: 

nb = (T-t)Af(t)dt, O~t<T (3.10) 

The total number of calls during the measuring 
interval (O,T) is Poisson distributed with para
meter A(T+l), namely A existing at the beginning 
and AT arriving during the measurements. If we 
choose one of these holding times at random, the 
density function of the observed holding time 
becomes (a call statistics): 

__ {T~1{2(1-F(t»+(T-t)f(t)}, O~t<T 
get) (3.11) 

T~l ?oo{l-F(t)}dt, t=T 

By using formula (1.2) for life-times we find the 
two first moments of this distribution: 

~ = x J
oo T 
tg(t)dt = T+l 

o 
(3.12 ) 

The mean value is independent of the holding time 
distribution. 

M = J
oo

t 2g(t)dt 
2x 0 

T~l JT(T-t) foo(l-F(u»du.dt 
o t 

3.3 MEASURING TRAFFIC WITH TRUNCATION 

(3.13) 

From the formulae (1.14)&(1.15) and (3.12)&(3.13) 
we find the general expressions for the mean 
value and the variance of the traffic volume in a 
limited time interval for any arrival process and 
holding time distribution. 

In the important case of Poisson arrivals the 
total number of calls is Poisson distributed with 
parameter A(T+l). For the traffic intensity we 
thus find: 

A 

2·A fTCT-t) f~{l-F(u)}du.dt 
70 t 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

This is identical to the results obtained by J. 
Riordan (951). 
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CONTINUOUS TRAFFIC PROCESS 

Trunk 1 ..... 
Trunk 2 

Trunk 3 ....I.-

Trunk 4 

..... 4 
0 lI) 
~ 
c 3 

L :J 
4J L 2 .a +J 

E >. 
lI) 1 ::J ::J 

Z ..c 
0 

Fig. 3. Every traffic process takes place in con
tinuous time and discrete space. By a continuous 
measurement the traffic process is recorded 
without inaccuracy. 

Scan 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Trunk 1 0-+1 1 1 1-+0-+1-+0 0 0 

Trunk 2 0 0"'1 1-.0 0 0-+1 1 1 

Trunk 3 0 0"'1~0 0 0-+1 1 1-+0 

Trunk 4 1 1 1 1 1-+0 0 0 0 0 
------ ----------------------
Totals 1 2 4 3 2 0 2 2 2 1 

~ - 19 
Fig. 4. The scanning principle applied to the 
traffic process of fig. 3. In conventional 
recording of traffic no information is obtained 
on the individual trunk; only the total switch 
count for each scanning or for the total measu
ring period is recorded. Computerized equipment 
monitors the individual trunks and records all 
relevant changes by (a) trunk number, (b) time = 
scan number, and (c) type of change (O~l or 1~0). 

Example 3.1: Exponential holding times (Ad) 

get) = 1 2+A
d

(T-t) 

AdT+l 
-A T e d 

AdT+l 

~x 
T 

AdT+l 

O~t<T 
(3.16) 

t=T 

(3.17) 

(3.18 ) 

For a Poisson arrival process and exponential 
holding times we obtain the well-known results 
(Ad=!): 

IJ • 
~ 

A (3.19 ) 

(3.20) 
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.Qi 
5 ~i 

...... ......... ...... ...... ........ 
................. ~ithout truncation 

2 .................. .. 
...... 

1 ith truncation 

,5 

.... ..... ........ ..... .... 
............... 

..... ........ ..... ...... .... 

'
1 

,1 ,2 • 5 12 5 

...... ...... ...... 
......... 

AT 

Fig. 5. The relative standard deviation ai/~i of 
the traffic intensity in a continuous measurement. 
When measuring with truncation it both depends on 
T and A. When measuring without truncation it 
only depends on. the total traffic volume AT. 

Example 3.2: Constant holding time 

Let the holding time be equal to the time unit. 
We then find: 

2 T 1 T2 T 
T ~ 1: M2x = T+l J (T-t) f l·du dt T+I O -"3) 

0 t 

a~ AO ~) (3.21) 
~ 

2 1 1 T 1 
T ~ 1: M2x T+l J (T-t) f l·du dt T+I O -3T) 

0 t 

a~ 
~ 

A 1 
f O -3T) (3.22) 

4. MARKOVIAN TRAFFIC PROCESS - ARBITRARY SCAN 
INTERVAL 

In this case the life-times are exponentially 
distributed (1.5) 

4.1 MEASURING HOLDING TIMES WITHOUT TRUNCATION 

Let the distribution function of scanning inter
vals be H(t) (density function het), mean value 
h). If the time of arrival of an arbitrary holding 
time is uniformly distributed within a scanning 
interval, then the time interval to the next 
scanning time is given by (1.9): 

vet) = l-H(t) (4.1) 
h 

So the probability of the life time being recor
ded as zero scan is equal to the probability of 
the life time being less than the time to the 
first scanning time: 

where 

p(O) = f~F(t)v(t)dt = l-c 
o 

-A t 
c = f~e d {l-H(t)}dt 

o h 

Given that the life time has survived scan number 
k (~l) the probability of surviving one additional 
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scan is, because of the missing memory: 
. -A t (4.3) 

p = f~{l-F(t)}h(t)dt = f~e d h(t)dt 
o 

which is a constant. It is obtainable from a 
table of Laplace-transforms for any distribution 
of the scan interval. c can be expressed by p: 

1 
c = IhO-P) 

d 
The observed discrete distribution becomes: 

P{z=O} 

P{Z=i} 

p(O) 

p( i) 

l-c 

i-I c(l-p)p , i=1,2, ... 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

where Z is a stochastic variable denoting the 
number of scans observed during a life-time. 
Except from the zero-class this is a geometric 
distribution. The probability generating function 
is: ~ i 2c(1- ) 

fez) = L p(i)z = 1 - c + 1 P (4.6) 
i=O -pz 

The factorial moment of order v is thus: 

E{Z(Z-l)······(Z-v+l)} 

c 1 
~ = I-p 1dfi 

M2 = cO+p) = _1_ ~ 
0_p)2 Adh I-p 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

Note that the time unit is the scanning interval. 

4.2 MEASURING TRAFFIC WITHOUT TRUNCATION 

According to the general formulae (1.13) we are 
not restricted to Poisson arrival processes. 
However this is the most important case for 
practical applications and for Roulette simu
lation. As usual the mean holding time is chosen 
as time unit (~ =Ad=l, Aa=A). For a measuring 
period T we getXfor the traffic intensity (3.1)& 
(3.2) : 

A 

~~=~h~ 
T c T I-p 

(4.10) 

The obtained results are identical with the 
results of G. Lind if we interprete p as a 
Laplace-transform. 

4.3 MEASURING HOLDING TIMES WITH TRUNCATION 
FIXED NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS 

If we only measure a limited period of time - n 
scans totally - the holding time distribution 
will in some way be truncated, as the maximum 
observation at all is n scans. The measuring 
period consists of n scans, and so it is a 
stochastic variable. The number of observations 
from a Poisson process during the measuring 
period is obtained by letting N be this time 
interval in (1.12). Let the mean value and the 
variance of the scanning interval be denoted by 

· ~s respectively a~. Then we observe the following 
number of holding times: 

Aa 1-
- + A • n • 1:.:.£ 
Ad a c 

(4.11) 

A 
a 2 = ~ + A • n·l:E + A2 .n.a 2 (4.12) 

n Ad a cas 

because ~ = (l-p)/c and Aa/Ad calls exist at the 
beginningSof the measurements. 
The distribution of one of these holding times 
chosen at random is obtained by elementary 
geometrical considerations (Iversen 1976): 
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p(O) 

p (i) = 

nAdh-(n-lHdhc 

nAdh+l 
i-I p (1-p){2+(n-i-l)A dhc} 

nAdh+l 
i=l, .. ,n-l 

(4.13) 

The moments are obtained by differentiating the 
probability generating function (Iversen 1976): 

Ml 
n nc 

= IJ = nAdh+l nO-p)+c 

n 
M2 

c { l:!:£ 212(1-12 )} 
nO-p)+c n I-p O_p)2 

c and pare given by (4.4) and (4.3) 

4.4 MEASURING TRAFFIC WITH TRUNCATION 
FIXED NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

We only consider a Poisson arrival process even ; 
though the formulae are valid in general. The 
total number of calls are given by (4.11) and 
(4.12). The carried traffic volume is (time unit 

l/A
d

): 

A {l+~} nc 
a c n 'n(l-p)+c A n = An ( 4 . 16 ) a 

n 
A{n l:!:£ - 212(1-12 )} + IJ~A~na; " (4.17) 

I-p (1_p)2 

There is an additional term because the measuring 
period is a stochastic variable. As we are 
usually interested in the traffic intensity we 
normalize to the time unit. The traffic intensity 
is independent of the measuring process, and the 
~erm containing a~ has no influence on the traffic 
intensity, which becomes: 

)l. 
~ 

A (4.18) 

a? ~!:!:E 2A EO-En) n=1,2, .. (4.19) 
~ n I-p -2" O_p)2 

, 
n 

For n=l we of course find a1 A. (4.19) is 
equivalent to G. Lind's general solution from 
1969, when his Laplace transform is interpreted 
as a survival probability. We notice that 
regarding traffic measurements with a fixed 
number of scans it does not matter if we start at 
a time of scanning or at a random point of time. 

4.5 MEASUREMENTS IN A FIXED TIME PERIOD 

If we fix the measuring period, then the number 
of observations will be a stochastic variable 
(number representation). The holding times are no 
more exponentially distributed, but distributed 
according to (3.16). This distribution is not 
without memory, and the observed discrete 
distribution becomes more complex than (4.13). 
A simple outcome is only obtained in case of 
regularly and exponentially distributed scanning 
~ntervals. These cases are treated for general 
holding times in the following. 

Example 4.1: Regular scanning intervals 

(4.3) : 

Thi s cas e corre s pond s to .;.;W..:;e...;s,..t;..;e;..;rr-:b:...e.;..,r ... g_' ..;.s~d;.,..i...;s..,t ... r,...i_b_u_t_io_n 
(Iversen 1973, Westerberg 1975); From (4.5) we 
get: -). h 

p(O) = 1 - -±-(l-e d) 
Adh 
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(4.20) 

(i::l,2, .. ). 

(4.19): at 
A l+e-h e-h(l_e-nh ) 

(4.21) n l~e-h - (1_e-h )2 ~ 

This is in agreement with Olsson's result from 
1959. 

Example 4.2: Erlang-k distributed scan intervals 

The Erlang-k distribution is the sum of 
nentially distributed time intervals: 

k expo-

(ktA )k-l -kA t 
) s s het :: kAs (k-l5! e (4.22) 

which has the mean value l/As' 

kAs k 
(4.3): p = {~} (4.23) 

d s 
M2 from equation (4.9) 
different values of k. 

1 k 
{l+~} +1 

is shown in fig. 6 for 
From (4.19) we get: 

1 k 1 -nk 
{l+~} {l-(l+~} } 

t A s 
a~ :: n i k 

{l+kr} -1 
s 

2A ____ ...;s~~~--~~s~--__ -2" n {(+ __ 1 __ )k_l}2 (4.24) 
kAs 

This is in agreement with Lind (1969). For k=l we 
get an exponential scan interval and for k=~ we 
get a regular scan interval. 

6 Form factor 
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Fig. 6. The form fa"ctor when measuring exponential 
holding times without truncation and with Erlang-k 
distributed scan intervals. The mean holding time 
is chosen as time unit (£=M2)' k=~ corresponds 
with regular scannings. h=O corresponds with a 
continuous measurement (ref. formula (4.9)&(4.23» 

5. ARBITRARY TRAFFIC PROCESS - REGULAR SCAN 
INTERVAL 

By regular scan intervals of length h a continuous 
life-time is transformed into a discrete time. 

5.1 MEASURING WITHOUT TRUNCATION 

If the beginning of the life-time interval is 
placed at random in a scan interval, we observe 
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a discrete life-time distribution given by 

~ fhF(x)dx 
o (5.1) 

P{Z=O} p(O) 

~ fh{F(x+kh)-F(x+(k-l)h)}dx 
i=1,2, ... 

P{ Z=i} p(i) 

This transformation (Iversen 1973,1976) is valid 
for any holding time distribution F(x). The 
original distribution and the transformed dis
crete distribution always have the same mean 
value: "" 1 

E{Z} = L ip(i) = h f""xdF(x) (5.2) 
i=O 0 

5.2 MEASURING WITH TRUNCATION 

(Fixed number of observations = fixed time inter
val) . 
In this case we measure holding times within a 
fixed time period of length T=nh. The first scan 
is placed at random in the interval (O,h). 
The general density function for an arbitrary 
holding time observed during a limited time 
period is obtained in (3.11). 
The general transformation by regular scan inter
vals is obtained in (5.1). 
By combining these two results we are able to 
find the distribution function observed by the 
scanning method for ~ life-time distribution 
Jbserved in a limited time period. 
E.g. for exponential holding times we obtain 
Westerberg's distribution (4.20). Thus we have 
reached this result in two different ways. 
From the above-mentioned results and the general 
formulae (1.14)&(1.15) we are able to obtain the 
~ean value and the variance for any traffic 
process. For exponential holding times we obtain 
(4.2l). 

The formulae are valid for measuring intervals 
of any positive length. If the measuring inter
val is nh, we get exactly n scannings within the 
measuring period. If the measuring interval is 
shorter than h, there is a positive probability 
of no observations. The variance of the traffic 
intensity is shown if fig. 7. We may have some 
additional information on the traffic process, 
and be able to place the start of the measuring 
period at a scanning time, i.e. record the 
number of calls existing at the beginning of the 
measurements. This corresponds to the reduction 
of the abscissa of the graph of the scanning 
method in fig.7 by h. The translated graph will 
be below the graph of a continuous measurement 

2-
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,4 

,3 

,2 

,1 
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-, 

0 2 4 6 8 10 T-n 
Fig. 7. The variance of the traffic intensity 
(4.21) when measuring PCT I traffic by regular 
scan intervals (dotted graph). In comparison is 
shown a continuous measurement. 

!Tea 

in a certain interval of T. This explains the 
results of Descloux (1976). He finds that the 
scanning method with regular scan intervals may 
be more accurate than a continuous measurement. 
It requires, however, some additional information. 

6. ARBITRARY TRAFFIC PROCESS - EXPONENTIAL SCAN 
INTERVALS 

In this case the scans occur according to a 
Poisson process with intensity AS (=l/h). The 
holding times may have any distr1bution. The 
arrival process may also be arbitrary, but we 
primarily consider a Poisson process. his type 
of measurements are implemented in e.g. Roulette 
simulations. The measuring period is placed 
independently of the scanning times. 

6.1 MEASURING HOLDING TIMES 

The probability generating function of the distri
bution of the number of events in a Poisson 
process within a holding time, which has the 
Laplace transform ~(s) is (1.13) ~(As(l-z». From 
this we find (cf. (4.11)&(4.12»: 

(6.1) 

a~ A~a; + AS~X (6.2) 

£ £ + __ 1__ (6.3) 
z x AS~X 

EX corresponds to a continuous measurement and 
usually we take ~x=l. These formulae are also 
valid with truncation if we use (3.11). 

6.2 MEASURING TRAFFIC WITHOUT TRUNCATION 

For a Poisson arrival process we find (~~=l) from 
(3.6)&(3.7): 

~ . 
1 

A (6.4) 

of f:.(£ + L) (6.5) 
1 T x A s 

This is identical with the results of Wallstrom 
(1965) and Lind (1967). 

6.3 MEASURING TRAFFIC WITH TRUNCATION 

Fixed time interval: 
For exponential holding times and Poisson 
arrival process we get: 

ll· 
1 

A (6.6) 

of = 2A (T-l+e-T ) + A (6.7) 
1 T2 AsT 

i.e. in comparison with a continuous measure
ment we get an extra term, which is inversely 
proportional to the measuring period and the 
scanning intensity. 

Fixed number of observations: 
This has already been dealt with in section 
4.3 for exponential holding times. 

Fixed number of holding times: 
The exact result is obtainable. It becomes, 
however, rather complex. 

7. TRAFFIC VARIATIONS 

Variations in the traffic process can be diffe
r7nti~ted.into varia~ions of the holding time 
d~str~but~on and var~ations of the call intensity. 
This partition~ng is practical, both with respect 
to the theoret1cal treatment and for practical 
measurements. Both types of variation have a 
typical pattern during the day in a well-dimen
sioned system. 
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Fig. 8. The variance of the observed traffic 
intensity. Exponential scan intervals and holding 
times, Poisson arrival process. A fixed number of 
observations n is compared with a fixed obser
vation period, where the expected number of ob
servations is equal to n. 

7.1 VARIATIONS IN THE HOLDING TIME 

These are easily included in the form factor for 
a certain period of measurements. The theory of 
compound distributions (section 1.3) is also 
applicable to solve some problems concerning 
repeated calls, which are caused by e.g. B-busy. 

7.2 VARIATIONS IN THE CALL INTENSITY 

If the arrival process is a time-dependent Pois
son process, the same formulae as above can be 
applied 0.11). 

If the intensity is a stochastic variable G(A) 
(mean value ~A' variance o~), then the distri
bution of the number of calls in a measuring 
period T has the parameters: 

(7.1) 

(7.2) 

From the general formulae (3.6)&(3.7) we get the 
traffic intensity, which may be normalized 'to 1 
(~x=l): 

(7.3) 

(7.4) 

which corresponds to Palm's expression from 1946. 
In comparison with a Poisson process we get an 
extra term because 0A>O. 

For further details on the outlined approach 
reference is made to Iversen (1976). 
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